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Theory and Design of Digital Communication SystemsCambridge University Press, 2010

	Providing the underlying principles of digital communication and the design techniques of real-world systems, this textbook prepares senior undergraduate and graduate students for the engineering practices required in industry. Covering the core concepts, including modulation, demodulation, equalization, and channel coding, it provides...
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Jenkins Fundamentals: Accelerate deliverables, manage builds, and automate pipelines with JenkinsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Continuous integration with Jenkins speeds up your projects and saves you time and money

	
		Key Features

		
			Get a perfect balance of theories and hands-on activities
	
			Apply continuous integration and delivery to your workflow
	
			Explore concepts such as the plugin...
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Zabbix 1.8 Network MonitoringPackt Publishing, 2010

	Imagine you're celebrating the start of the weekend with Friday-night drinks with a few friends. And then suddenly your phone rings -- one of the servers you administer has gone down, and it needs to be back up before tomorrow morning. So you drag yourself back to the office, only to discover that some log files have been growing more...
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Practical Data Science Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Over 85 recipes to help you complete real-world data science projects in R and Python


	About This Book

	
		Tackle every step in the data science pipeline and use it to acquire, clean, analyze, and visualize your data
	
		Get beyond the theory and implement real-world projects in data science using...
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Introducing 3ds Max 2008Sybex, 2008
Introducing 3ds Max 2008 breaks down the complexities of 3D modeling, texturing, animating, and visual effects. You'll jump right into the 3ds Max pipeline—from preproduction through postproduction—with clear-cut explanations, tutorials, and hands-on projects to build your skills. A special color insert includes real-world...
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Sas/Graph 9.2 ReferenceSAS Institute, 2009
The changes and enhancements for SAS/GRAPH 9.2 are very extensive. Highlights include the following:

The new SAS/GRAPH statistical graphics suite provides a new set of procedures, a new language, and a graph editor specifically designed for creating and editing statistical graphics.
All SAS/GRAPH procedures now support ODS styles...
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Information Technology Control and Audit, Third EditionAuerbach Publications, 2008
The book is very useful for beginners as well as practitioners …well written and presented. ... should provide resiliency to IT security in the emerging cyberworld.  
 — Information Systems Control Journal     

       Now in its third edition, this book is an excellent introductory...
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Real-Time Analytics: Techniques to Analyze and Visualize Streaming DataJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Construct a robust end-to-end solution for analyzing and visualizing streaming data Real-time analytics is the hottest topic in data analytics today. In Real-Time Analytics: Techniques to Analyze and Visualize Streaming Data , expert Byron Ellis teaches data analysts technologies to build an effective real-time analytics platform. This...
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Prostate Cancer: Biology, Genetics, and the New Therapeutics (Contemporary Cancer Research)Humana Press, 2007

	Prostate Cancer: Biology, Genetics, and the New Therapeutics, Second Edition, reviews new, valuable approaches to the treatment of prostate cancer in men. The latest edition contains new material on molecular imaging, new treatments for prostate cancer, molecular targets, cell signaling pathways, bioinformatics, and pathogenomics. The book...
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Python Data Visualization Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 70 recipes to get you started with popular Python libraries based on the principal concepts of data visualization


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to set up an optimal Python environment for data visualization
	
		Understand how to import, clean and organize your data
	
		Determine...
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Yahoo! HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Yahoo! took the world by storm in the 1990s as a one-of-a-kind, searchable list of interesting web sites. But ten years later, it has expanded into a department store overflowing with useful and innovative tools and services-from email, blogging, social networking, and instant messaging, to news, financial markets, shopping,...
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RESTful Java Web Services - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design scalable and robust RESTful web services with JAX-RS and Jersey extension APIs


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the portable Java APIs used for JSON processing
	
		Design solutions to produce, consume, and visualize RESTful web services using WADL, RAML, and Swagger
	
		A...
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